Title: Formula Kite Class Rules
Subtitle: Position of National Flags

A submission from: The IKA Executive Committee

Purpose or Objective

To define the position of national flags on hull and helmets.

Proposal 1

Add new class rule C.7.4 as follows:

a) When racing in an IKA Formula Kite World Championship, Continental Championship, World Sailing Event or Regional Games, the national flag of the crew shall be displayed on the bottom of the hull, centered at the widest part of the hull in the forward third part. Displaying the national flag is optional at all other events.

b) Flags shall be 350mm in diameter, designed as specified by the ICA, or ordered and purchased through ICA approved providers, and shall not be trimmed, cut, or covered by other materials.
Proposal 2

Rename class rule C.3.2(c) to C.3.2(c).1.

Add new class rule C.3.2(c).2 as follows:

a) **When racing in an IKA Formula Kite World Championship, Continental Championship, World Sailing Event or Regional Games, the national flag of the crew shall be displayed on both sides of the helmet. Displaying the national flag is optional at all other events.**

b) **Flags shall be 80x60mm in dimension, designed as specified by the ICA, or ordered and purchased through ICA approved providers, and shall not be trimmed, cut, or covered by other materials.**

Current Position

There is currently no defined position for the national flag.

Reason

1. Future Olympic Class events will require national identification to be displayed.